beautifully efficient,
the premiere collection
of dental furniture
The Renaissance™ Story
The Birth Of Dental Furniture

Pelton & Crane’s Renaissance™ collection of dental cabinetry showcases a unique aesthetic while enhancing efficiency and technology integration. Created in close collaboration with dentists, dental assistants and hygienists, a host of innovative features improve in-procedure movements, enhance access to technology and optimize storage space. Maximize productivity while creating a relaxing environment for patients and staff.
RENAISSANCE

All Renaissance™ cabinets feature rounded contours, visible on the rear cabinet, the curved sink area on the side cabinet doors, and the head end of the center island and side cabinets. These rounded profiles create a relaxing environment for the doctor, operatory staff and patients, while metal accents enhance the modern look. Inviting design extends to the countertops which also feature a pronounced edge profile. The result is a soft yet distinctive style that transforms the dental operatory.
Beneath the sleek appearance lies intelligent design. Pelton & Crane’s experience as a comprehensive dental equipment manufacturer, and close collaboration with dental professionals, provide clever options to enable performance.

**SMART OPTIONS**

1. Brilliant LED counter top lighting
2. Rear cabinet pocket doors*
3. Sliding/pivoting monitor and keyboard mount*
7. Storage on inside of rear cabinet doors
8. Cabinette Lazy Susan system*
9. Ergo Drawer system*
13. Integrated Nitrous Oxide/Rubber Goods storage
14. Large, accessible countertop space
4 Full sized CPU storage
5 USB connections
6 Numerous electical connections
10 Barrier storage module*
11 Drawer inserts
12 X-ray vest slide-out

*Patents Pending
Innovative storage solutions such as a barrier storage module, Ergo drawer, and drawer inserts organize consumables and equipment around the dental work environment. The barrier storage module puts asepsis supplies in one place to ensure fast and easy operatory turnovers. The side cabinet Ergo drawer puts in-procedure supplies within reach of the assistant from their seated position. Additionally, pocket doors tuck away into the rear cabinet, providing ample access to lower modules during procedures. Renaissance dental cabinetry uses all of the above and more to ensure that the storage options in your operatory enhance your workflow.
Technology continues to evolve in the dentistry world, and with the Renaissance collection you can easily integrate ancillary equipment and technology. Numerous electrical, USB, and air/water connections are located exactly where you need them to improve in-procedure ergonomics and technology access. Full sized CPUs can be stored in the upper section of the rear cabinet to free up storage space below, and a steel trunk ensures space for cable management when using additional equipment.
UNIQUE AESTHETIC, SMART OPTIONS, TECHNOLOGY READY

RENAISSANCE

Treat yourself, your staff and your patients to dental cabinetry that creates an efficient yet stylish operatory. For more information, call 1.800.659.6560.